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Chapterr  7 

AA Seismic Problem: Automatic 
S-Phasee Detection with the DWT 

Inn this chapter we consider a seismic problem, which has been dealt with while the author 
wass seconded to the seismic department of the Royal Dutch Meteorological Institute (KNMI) . 
Forr this problem an algorithm based on the DWT has been derived. Implementation and test 
resultss of the algorithm are also included in this chapter. These were establishedd at KNMI by 
R.. Sleeman and T. van Eck. This chapter is mainly based on [70]. 

7.11 Introductio n and Approach of the Seismic Problem 

AA seismic earthquake signal recorded by a seismic station (seismogram) is built up by several 
differentt seismic waves (phases), which characterize the type of the signal. Amongst oth-
ers,, significant phases that appear in a seismogram are the P-phase (primary phase) and the 
S-phasee (secondary or shear phase), which we consider here. The problem we are dealing 
with,, is to detect automatically the S-phase and to determine its arrival time, once the P-phase 
arrivall  time is known with high accuracy as in [3, 6, 90]. This arrival time is defined as the 
timee sample in the seismogram at which the P-phase appears for the first time. An accurate 
estimatee of these arrival times is important for determining the type and location of the seis-
micc event. 

Thee S-phase arrival time is determined in a three-component seismogram, representing mo-
tionn on a ground detector in three mutually orthogonal directions, two in the horizontal plane 
(x-yy plane) and one vertical direction (z-axis). An example of a three-component seismogram 
iss depicted in Figure 7.1. 
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Figuree 7.1: A three-component seismogram, with P- and S-phase arrival times picked by an 
analystt at iP = 1120 and is = 1275 respectively. 

Thee detection of the S-phase arrival time is mostly based on some physical differences be-
tweenn the P-phase and the S-phase, as described thoroughly in [2, 13]. For our problem the 
mostt obvious property is the difference in arrival times. The S-phase is always delayed as 
comparedd to the P-phase arrival at the seismic station. A more fundamental property is the 
factt that P-phases compress volumes and S-waves deform volumes. Furthermore, the S parti-
clee motion, i.e. the direction of the S-phase when it arrives at the earth's surface, is contained 
inn a plane perpendicular to the direction of the P particle motion, called the S-plane. This 
propertyy only holds if reflections at the earth's surface may be ignored or when the phases 
arrivee in a direction almost perpendicular to the earth's surface. In our problem the latter 
assumptionn is justified. The P-phase travels along the travel direction of the seismic event, 
unlesss the medium is anisotropic. Finally, comparing the frequency spectra of both phases, 
thee P-phase appears at higher frequencies than the S-phase. 

Thee automatic S-phase detection algorithm that we present in this chapter is a combination of 
traditionall  methods to detect S-phases as described before and the discrete wavelet transform 
forr J2(Z) as introduced in Section 3.2.3. The idea to analyse the three components of a seis-
mogramm at several scales has been described already in the literature, e.g. [5, 69]. However 
inn these papers only the wavelet transform itself has been used as a phase detector in seis-
mograms,, whereas in our method the wavelet transform has been used in combination with 
traditionall  approaches, which are very well known in seismology and have been discussed in 
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thee past in various papers, e.g. [13, 48, 84]. In Section 7.5 we compare results of this new 
algorithmm with results based on ideas of Cichowicz [13]. 

7.22 Seismic methods for  S-Phase Picking 
AA common strategy to detect phase arrival times is to construct one or more so-called charac-
teristicc functions. These are discrete-time functions, with some specific properties at the time 
sample,, at which a phase appears in the seismogram. In this section we discuss some of them 
forr detecting S-phase arrival times. 

7.2.11 Characteristic functions based on a cross-power  matri x 

Wee consider a (real valued) three-component seismic signal u G Z2(Z, J23). The time-
dependentt N -point cross-power matrix for such signal u is then defined as follows. 

Definitionn 7.2.1 Let N € IN andu e /2(Z, R3). Then the N-point cross-power matrix of 
uu at i € Z is given by 

( < l i l , U i > ii  < U l , U 2 > i < U i , U 3 > i \ 

< u2 , u i >tt <u2,u2>i  < u2 j u3> i J, (7.1) 

< U 3 ) « i > ii  <U3fU2>i <U3,U3>i J 
forifori  G Z, with 

i+N-l i+N-l 
<<  un,um >i=  l/N ^2 un(k)um(k), 

k=i k=i 
forfor alt i E Z. 

Wee observe that < ,  >j in this definition depends also on JV. The window length N itself 
iss chosen depending on the (non)-stationary character of the signal u. Generally we take 
NN ~ l/oJo, with u>o the dominating frequency of u. Furthermore, before computing the 
cross-powerr matrix of a signal at a certain time sample, we first create a signal u, with zero 
meann at each component. This is done by subtracting the means of the components from the 
seismicc signal. The reason for doing this is to neglect possible offsets without seismic cause. . 
Thesee can be generated by the measurement equipment. 

Startingg with Af^ )tl(t) we can analyse the signal using the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 
A*AU(0 --

 N o te t n at Mrf,u{i)  is the Gram matrix of the set {X[i,i+JV-i]Ui»X[t,t+JV-i]«2 , 
X[i,i+N-i]X[i,i+N-i] uua},a}, with xx the characteristic function on Z of a discrete set X. So Mjv,u(0 is 
aa positive semi-definite matrix. Therefore the eigenvalues of Mjv,u(i) are real and positive, 

Ai(i)>Aa(0>As(i)>0, , 
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andd the eigenvectors v\ {%), va (i) and v$ (i) can be chosen to form an orthonormal basis in R3. 
Thee following two characteristic functions are based on these eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 
Herebyy we assume Af^ jU(») ^ O, for any i E Z, which is quite a realistic assumption. 
Wee observe that Afjv,u(i) = O is equivalent with «i(fc) = u2(k) = u3(A:) = 0, for k = 
i,...,ii,...,i + N-l. 

Deflectionn angle: 

Lett v\ (*) denote the eigenvector of Mjv |ti(i) corresponding to Ai (i). This eigenvector v\ (i) 
representss the direction of the particle motion at time i with most seismic energy. Let ip be 
thee P-phase arrival time. Then t>i (ip) is the direction of the P particle motion. The deflection 
anglee is defined by 

« , W - , « o « ^ h ( 0 | | > | M W | | J .. (7.2) 

Notee that Ki{ip) = 0. Furthermore, since the direction of the S-phase particle motion v\ (is) 
iss perpendicular to ui (ip), K\ attains its maximum 1 at the S-phase arrival time is. 

Degreee of polarization: 

Followingg [85], the degree of polarization is denned by 

KK ,« = (Ai(Q - A2(»))2 + (Mi ) - A3(i))
2 + (A8(t) - A3(i))

2
 n 

2K)2K) 2-(A1(i) + A2(i) + A3(i))
2 {L3) 

Thiss characteristic function can be used both for detecting P-phase arrival times and S-phase 
arrivall  times, since all types of seismic polarization, i.e. at all different phase arrival times 
seismicc energy is concentrated along one single direction. In practice such an arrival yields 
Ai(t )) » Aafi), which means that we may expect maxima for K2 at both ip and is, the S-
phasee arrival time. 

Remarkk that K\ and «2 depend on Afjv iU, and so they depend on the window length N. In 
Sectionn 7.4.2 we will also discuss window lengths that depend on the frequency behaviour of 
thee signal u. Furthermore, we observe that for all characteristic functions K introduced in this 
sectionn we have 

00 < «(t) < 1 V iGZ (7.4) 

Inn the sequel we will use a combination of three characteristic functions «i, «2, «3 such that 

33 3 

I II  *ï»W = mN I I  *m(" ) <^>i = is. (7.5) 
m =ll  m=l 
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Thee square product of the characteristic functions will be used to emphasize the maximum 
valuess attained in each function at is and to reduce other (local) maxima, related to features 
inn the signal other than the S-phase arrival. We have already met two candidates to be used 
inn this product of functions. In the following subsection we introduce the third function that 
cann be used in (7.5). 

7.2.22 Rotation and the Energy Ratio 

Wee transform the three-component seismic signal representing motion on a ground detector 
intoo a three-component signal representing motion in the longitudinal direction and in two 
transversall  directions. The longitudinal direction is the direction of the P particle motion 
(ui(tp)).. The transversal directions are mutually orthogonal and are chosen in the plane 
perpendicularr to the longitudinal direction (span{v2(ip)> vz{ip)}). This transversal plane is 
alsoo called the S-plane, since the direction of the S particle motion is in the S-plane. 

Thee seismic signal is transformed into the basis {t>i ( t», t>2(«p), *>3(*p)}  by 

«i(»)) \ / «i(0 
« Q (00 = V(iP) iiaCt) | , (7.6) 
uuTT(i)(i)  I  V u3(») 

with h 

V(ip)V(ip) = ( ui(ip) | v2(ip) | v3(iP) ) T . (7.7) 

Thee third characteristic function we use in (7.5) is the fraction of energy in the S-plane to the 
totall  amount of energy in the signal, given by 

i+N-l i+N-l 
EE (uQ{n)2 + uT(n)2) 

00 = iPTTT^  <7'8) 
EE (i*L(n) 2+ug(n)2+ur(n)2) 
n=i n=i 

forr some N £ IN. This definition can also be rewritten as 

i+JV- l l 

EE WipUin))2 

«3(00 = 1 - -g^zi , (7.9) 
EE (u{n),u(n)) 

whichh shows how K3 depends on ip. Note that we may expect a minimum Kz(ip) — 0 and a 
maximumm «3 (is) = 1. Furthermore, «3 satisfies (7.4). 
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1313 On the Use of Characteristic Functions 
Inn this section we discuss the stability of the characteristic functions that we considered in 
thee previous section. Also we discuss problems we have to deal with when using the charac-
teristicc functions in practice. 

7.3.11 Error  Analysis of the Characteristic Functions 

Wee consider three kind of errors that can appear in the characteristic functions «. Amongst 
others,, an incorrect K can be the result of computational and truncation errors in the matrices 
MNMN)U)U,, measurement errors in the signal u, and the determination of an incorrect P-phase 
arrivall  time i'p. We wil l show that K depends continuously on the errors as described above. 

Firstt we consider stability with respect to computational and truncation errors in MN,U and 
measurementt errors in u. To prove the stability of the characteristic functions we present 
somee auxiliary results from linear algebra. 

Theoremm 7.3.1 Let M = A + A, with M,A and A (n x n) matrices with ||A||2 < 1. 
Furthermore,Furthermore, let a i, , an be the eigenvalues of A and let u i , . . ., un be their correspond-
inging eigenvectors. Finally, we assume A*  ^ Xj, k ^ j , with j fixed. Then a first order 
approximationapproximation of the eigenvector Vj is given by 

5 j (a i -o i ) ( « i .w i) ) 

withwith w\,..., wn the eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues off,..., a "̂ of AH. 

Proof f 
Cf.. [32].

Withh this theorem we can prove the following corollary. 

Corollar yy 73.2 Let H be a Hermitian (n x n) matrix, n > 1, with eigenvectors u\, , un, 
||ufc||| = 1, fc = 1 , . . ., n. Furthermore, we assume A*  ^ A;, k ^ j , with j fixed. Then the 
functionfunction Qj, given by 

9j9j{H){H)  = uj 

isis continuous. 

Proof f 
Lett 0 < e <S 1 and let A be a (n x n) matrix, n > 1, with ||A||2 < e  ct/(n — 1) with 
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aa = min \a* — a*  |. Here ot\, , an are the eigenvalues of H. Then by (7.10) 
M i i 

<< ( n - l ) | | A | |2 / a < e. 

D D 

Wee follow the definitions of «i and «3 in (7.2) and (7.9) respectively. Now, Corollary 7.3.2 
immediatelyy shows that errors in K\ and «3 depend continuously on errors in Afjv jtl(») un-
derr the condition that \\(ip) > ^(ip)- This condition wil l be satisfied in practice, since 
Aii  (t) ;§> A2(i) for all phase arrival times i. 

Fromm [32] we take the following result to prove the stability of «2-

Theoremm 733 Let M = A + A, with M, A and A Hermitian (n x n) matrices. Let further 
A*ii  > '  > /*n, <*i  >  > an and <$i >  > 6n be the eigenvalues of M, A and A 
respectively.respectively. Then 

a*+<y„<A**<a*+<5i -- (7.11) 

Usingg this theorem we arrive at the following corollary. 

Corollar yy 73.4 Let Kn denote the set of all Hermitian (n x n) matrices and let the mapping 
AA  : Kn -> IV1 be given by X(H) — (A i , . . . , An), with Ai >  > An > 0 the eigenvalues 
ofHofH € Kn. Then A is continuous on Kn. 

Proof f 
Lett e > 0 and let A be a Hermitian (n x n) matrix, with eigenvalues <Si >  > Sn and such 
thatt ||A||2 < £. Furthermore, let Ai >  > A^ denote the eigenvalues of H 4- A. Then by 
(7.11) ) 

|All  - \k\ < maxd^ l, \6n\) < ||A||2 < e. 

Thereforee \\X(H + A) - \{H)\\2 <e. D 

Corollaryy 7.3.4 yields immediately 

Corollar yy 73.S Let f : Rn -> [0,1] be continuous and let Kn denote the set of all Her-
mitianmitian (n x n) matrices. Then K = f o A is continuous on Kn, with A as defined in Corol-
larylary 7.3.4. 

Sincee «2 can be written as in Corollary 7.3.5, also errors in «2 depend continuously on errors 
inn Afjv.t». Resuming, we have proved 

Ve>03*>oo \\MN,u(i) - Mi,tU{i)\\ 3 < 6 = *  I Kn(i) - < ( i ) | < e, n = 1,2, (7.12) 
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forr any fixed t G 2 and with /cj, the characteristic function associated with the perturbated 
matricess M'N u. The only restriction we have to make is that A i ( t » > A2(tp), which is 
alwayss the case when the signal is polarized. We wil l now show that matrices Ms,u depend 
continuouslyy on u in the following sense: 

Lemmaa 73.6 Let u,w € 12{S, J23) and let MN,U and MN,W be the cross-power matrices 
associatedassociated with u andw respectively. Then 

Ve>o3*>0V iGzz : ||« - Hloo < «5 =  \\MN,u{i)  - MNfW(i)\\2 < e. (7.13) 

Proof f 
Lett 7 G 12{S, SI3) be defined as 7(n) = u{n) - w{n) and let A(«) G JR3x3 be defined by 
A(i )) = Afjv ]tx(0 _ MtttW(i). With a straightforward calculation we get 

|A*,/(«)II  = | < uk,ut >i  - < wklwt >i  I 

== I <uk,ut >i  - <uk -7 f t i «1-71 >i  I 

== I < 7*1 ul >i  + < «*, It >i  - < 7*, Jl >i  I 

<< 2iV||7||oo-Nloc + iVil7ll L 

Soo HAfOHoo -¥ 0 if ||u - IÜ||OO  0. The proof is completed by the equivalence of matrix 

norms.. n 

Resuming,, for all characteristic functions of Section 7.2 we proved stability with respect to 
computationall  and truncation errors in MJV,U and measurement errors in u. 

Thee last kind of error in the characteristic functions we discuss here is the error due to an 
incorrectlyy determined P-phase arrival time i'P. 

Withh a straightforward calculation we getMjv,vu(*) = VMN,u(i)VT for all (3 x 3) matrices 
V.V. For orthonormal matrices V this relation yields <r(Mjv,ytt(i)) = a(Afjvitt(*)) , with a(A) 
denotingg the spectrum of an (n x n) matrix A. In particular we have o-(Afjv,v(ip)«(*)) = 

a(Ma(MNtVNtV(i'(i'  )«(*)) yielding that K2 is invariant under any orthogonal transformation of u. So 
ann incorrect P-phase arrival time i'P wil l not affect «2. 

Thee deflection angle «i is affected by an incorrect ip. An expression for the error in «1 due 
too an incorrect ip is given in the following lemma. 

Lemmaa 7.3.7 Let u e l2{'S., St3) and letU denote the shift on l2{'S., St3) given by 

(ny)(k)(ny)(k) = y_{k - 1). 

Furthermore,Furthermore, let MN,U be the cross-power matrix associated with u and assume Ai (ip) > 
A2(ip).. Then 

Ve>03a>oo = ||u - ^ " i p « | | oo < * =>  ||«i - « i l U < e, (7.14) 
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withwith K\ as given in (7.2) and with 

K[K[  = 2arccos(|(i;i(»),t>i(tp))|)/7r. 

Proof f 
Wee define<5(t) = |(ui(»),ui(ii>))j - |(tfi(t), t>i(»p))l- Assume \\u -TV'^^uW  ̂ -  0, then 
Lemmaa 7.3.6 yields with w = IV'p-^u, 

\\M\\MNN,,uu(i(iPP)-M)-MNtUNtU(i'(i' PP)\\)\\22̂ 0. ^0. 

Now,, by Corollary 7.3.2 and the assumption A i ( i » > A2(tp) we get 

l |v i(*p)-vi(«p)H2-^0. . 

Thiss yields 

<S(»)) = | ( « i ( i ) , « i ( t F ) ) | - | ( ü i ( « ) ,w i ( i p ) ) | 

<< | U I ( 0 »U I ( * P ) - U I ( « P ) | - ^ 0» 

forr all i 6 Z. For ]«i — K[ | we derive an expression using a trigonometric formula. 

JJ arccosa — arccos 6| = | arccos (ab + yl — a2y\ — fr2 J | 

== | arccos (a2+ad+ yj\ - a?y/l - {a + d)2) I 

== | arccos (a? + ad+ ^ ( 1 - a2 - ad)2 - d2) |, 

w i t h d = 6 - o.. After substituting a = \(vi(i),vi(ip))\,b = |(ui(i)>ui(ip)) l andd = «5(i) 
wee obtain 

l«i( 00 " * i(0 l = 2| arccos (x(i) + >/(l - *(*)) 2 - *(»)2) I/», 

withx(i )) = |(V(ip)ui(x))i|2 + * ( 0 I ( V ( » P ) V I ( 0 ) I | . for all i € Z. So we get 

M * ) - « i ( 0 ll  ->  2| arccos (ar(t) + y/{l - x(i)) 2) |/ir 

== 2arccos(l)/7r = 0, 

whichh completes the proof, since this result holds for all i € Z.

Wee conclude from Lemma 7.3.7, that not only i'P - ip has to be small in order to get small 
errorss in #ci, but also Ai (ip) > A2(»p) and u has to be a signal of bounded variation, i.e., 
uu should satisfy the sufficient condition in (7.14). Note that only the last condition holds 
automaticallyy due to the constraints within the problem. 

Finallyy we derive an expression for the error in «3 due to an incorrectly determined P-phase 
arrivall  time. 
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Lemmaa 7.3.8 Let K'^ be as defined in (7.8) with u'Li U'Q and u'T substituted for UL, UQ and 
UTUT respectively. Furthermore, we define7 = t>i(*p) - vi(i'p). Then 

11*33 - «iflao < \hMip)T + Viiip) 7
r + 7 7T | |2 . (7.15) 

Proof f 
Followingg (7.9) we write 

i+N-1i+N-1 i+N-1 
« 3 ( 0== £ (V(iP)TQV(ip)u,u)/ £ (u,u), 

n=in=i n=i 

withh Q the orthogonal projection onto span {§2,63}. Using this notation we derive in a 
straightt forward way 

M O - 44 (01 
i+N-li+N-l  i+N-1 

££ (V(iPfQV(iP) -V{ïP)TQV(i'P)u(n)Mn))/ £ ) 

<< | |V («»T Qy( ip) - V(iP)TQV(i'P)\\2 

==  \\V(ip)TVV(ip) - V(?P)TVVi?P)\\2 

== \\vi{iP)vi(iP)T - vi{ip)vi(iP)T\\2, 

usingg V = X — Q. Since this upper bound holds for any i € Z, we can take the supremum of 
|«3(00 — K3 (i)| overall» € Z. The proof is completed by substituting vi(i'P} = v\(iP)— 7. D 

Wee observe that the upper bound in (7.15) is sharp, so that (7.15) is a good estimation for the 
errorr in the ratio of transversal to total energy, due to an incorrect P arrival time determination. 

7.3.22 Problems in Analysing Seismic Data 
Whenn analysing a three-component signal with K = «1  «2  «3 we have to deal with several 
problems.. First of all the window length N for the matrices MNtU and that in /C3 has to be 
determined.. Obviously N is related to the frequency spectrum of the signal. By fixing N 
wee do not take into account that a signal can consist of a broad range of frequency contents. 
Moreover,, the window lengths N that are not related to the frequency contents of the signal 
wil ll  introduce undesired spikes in the graph of «, which has been depicted in Figure 7.2. In 
thiss figure we see the seismic signal of Figure 7.1 (iP = 1120, is = 1275) analysed by 
KK using two different window lengths, namely N — 15 and N = 30. Due to an incorrect 
windoww length we see in the upper graph a lot of local maxima that are not related to any 
featuress of interest in the signal. 

Anotherr problem we have to deal with is the following. Ideally K should attain its global 
maximumm at is- Moreover, this maximal value should be close to 1. However in practice 
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Figuree 7.2: The characteristic function K for the seismic signal in Figure 7.1 (ip 
1120,, is = 1275) for N = 15 (top) and N = 30 (bottom). 

aa seismic signal does not only consist of a P-phase and an S-phase, but also other waves, 
whichh we did not consider here, appear in the seismogram. Besides, the signal is generally 
measuredd with both background noise and signal generated noise. Due to these facts K will 
generallyy not reach a value close to 1 at is and even the maximum of K at is can turn out to 
bee a local maximum instead of a global maximum. Therefore we take a threshold value that 
hass to be attained by K at the S-phase arrival time is- In practice it turns out that choosing 
thiss threshold value is very difficult. To illustrate this phenomenonn we may have another look 
att Figure 7.2. In both pictures we notice that the global maximum of K is much less than its 
ideall  value 1. Furthermore, we see that in the second picture K attains its global maximum at 
ii  = 1540 while t s = 1290. 

7.44 The Wavelet Method 

Thee reliable method Cichowicz introduced in his paper [13] to determine S-phase arrival 
timess uses the product function K as given in (7.5) to determine is as described in Section 7.2. 
Thee problems he has to deal with in his paper are exactly the same problems as described in 
thee previous section. To overcome these problems we introduce an algorithm based on both 
Cichowicz'ss traditional method and the discrete wavelet transform for ?2(Z). 
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Figuree 7.3: A three-component seismogram of a local event containing micro seismic noise. 

7.4.11 Characteristic Functions and the DWT 

Thee idea to detect S-phase arrival times using the DWT is as follows. By making a decom-
positionn of the three-component seismic signal u 6 Z2(Z, M3) into signals at several scales, 
itt can be possible to separate the S-phase from other phases, that appear at other scales. This 
decompositionn is made by taking the Z2-DWT of each component of u after rotating the signal 
intoo longitudinal and transverse directions, i.e. 

„(m)) _ u£»)Vl (i p) + u{™)V2(iP) + U§7°t*(»P)-

Wee already know that the frequency spectrum of the P-phase appears at higher frequencies 
thann the S-phase. Therefore generally the S-phase will appear at higher scales than the P-
phase.. Our aim is now to find a set Js, representing the collection of scaling levels at which 
mostt of the S-phase appears. To make this choice more explicit, we compute the energy in 
thee Z2-DWT of a segment u+ of u just after ip. This will yield information about Js- The 
measuredd seismic signal can also consist of background noise and micro seismic noise, which 
hass been depicted in Figure 7.3. Therefore we have to subtract the energy of the noise. This 
iss done by using a wavelet soft thresholding method similar to Donoho's method [24]. 

Forr denoising we assume u — s + r (s : signal consisting of several phase, r : several types 
off  noise). By definition s(i) = 0, i < ip. We construct 

u+( i )) = u(iP + i), i = 0,...,T-l, 
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«-(t)) = u ( i p - i - l ) , t = 0 , . . . , T - l, 

withh T such that T/fB = 20, for the sampling frequency ƒ». Also we take «£(*) = 0 and 
u~(i)u~(i) = 0 for 0 < i and i > T. So w+ and u - are two segments with a duration of 20 
secondss before and after the P-phase arrival time. Following [24], the wavelet coefficients 
0J(£p)m-1«nn of un c an be u s ed as soft thresholds for Gq{Gp)m~1u+. In this method we 
assumee that the noise r is present both before and after ip. To make this more explicit we 
definee the soft threshold operator 0 on I2 (Z) by 

e„[a](k)e„[a](k)  = sgn (a(*)) • max(0, |a(*)| - rj), (7.16) 

forr all a G /2(Z) and some T\ € IV~. Note that the wavelet filters p and g have not been 
chosenn yet. In Section 7.4.2 we will deal with the question of choosing appropriate wavelet 
filters. . 

Wee compute t{m) = ||oJ(0J)m-1ti-||oo for m € IV and use this as soft threshold for 
GqiGp)"GqiGp)"11''11^.^. This yields the sequences 

«£">> = (?,^~1e«(m)ö;(ö;)m-1«+, » = 1,2,3, m e JV, 

representingg the denoised segment«+ at scaling level m. Experiments showed that with this 
denoisingg method the sequences w„  can become free of micro seismic noise. 

Afterr this denoising procedure we can estimate Js by using the energy distribution of w over 
alll scales 

£7(m)) = £ll«£m)H5- (7.17) 
n= l l 

Remarkk that E tends to zero once a certain scaling level has been reached, cf. Lemma 3.2.6. 
Soo we can stop computing the /2-DWT for higher scales at such a scaling level. In Figure 7.4 
thee relative energy distribution as a function of the scaling level has been depicted for both a 
locall event, i.e. an event for which the distance from the source to the measurement equip
mentt is less than 100 km, and a non-local event. In this analysis the Daubechies-4 (Db4) 
wavelett filter and its corresponding scaling filter have been used, see [23]. Our method also 
holdss for wavelet filters that do not come from orthonormal wavelets, which we showed rig
orouslyy in [72]. 

Thee estimation of Js is based on the following physical properties of local and non-local 
events.. Experiments showed that for local events the S-phase arrival time can be noticed 
withinn the time period of 20 seconds. For non-local events the difference is-ip will be larger 
thann 20 seconds in general, due to the fact that for these events the traveling distance of the 
phases,, i.e. the distance between the seismic station and the source of the event, is much 
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Figuree 7.4: Energy distributions as functions of the scale for a) a local event, b) a non-local 
event. . 

larger.. Another difference between local and non-local events is the frequency behaviour of 
thee phases. Both the P-phase and the S-phase for local events are high frequency signals 
comparedd to the P-phase and S-phase of non-local events. Therefore most of the energy of w 
iss found at low scaling levels for local events and at higher scaling levels for non-local events. 
Forr local events is is contained in u+, however in general is-ip > T for non-local events. 
Soo only the P-phase can be found in u+ for non-local events 

Too analyse the energy distribution we consider the scale mmax for which the maximum of 
EE is attained. In case of a local event this maximum will be related to the S-phase, which 
containss most of the energy in w. For non-local events mmax is related to the P-phase. Let 
uss now assume that we know that most of the energy of local events can be found gener
allyy at the first m/oc scales. Then in general an event can be characterized as a local event 
iff mmax < ™>ioc and as a non-local event if mmax > m/oc. The parameter mjoc is deter
minedd experimentally and depends on the wavelet filters. Experiments with the Daubechies-4 
waveletss yielded m;oc = 4. 

AfterAfter looking at the energy distribution £ of a seismic event we know with which type of 
eventt we are dealing with. Once we have this knowledge, we take 

Js Js {{ {m 
m m 

f^max f^max 

maxmax i f^max ++  1}, if mmax < rnioc, 
++  1, nimax + 2}, if mmax > mio 

(7.18) ) 
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Figuree 7.5: Energy distributions as functions of the scale for the local event in Figure 7.3 a) 
withoutt wavelet denoising, b) with wavelet denoising. 

Thee latter choice is justified by observing that the S-phase will appear at higher scales than the 
P-phase.. Experiments showed that these choices for Js only lead to scales at which most of 
thee S-phase appears for signals free of micro seismic noise. Micro seismic noise that contains 
aa substantial part of the total amount of the signal's energy may appear at other scales than the 
S-phase.. This phenomenon has been depicted in Figure 7.5.a. Here we see the relative energy 
distributionn of the signal in Figure 7.3 during a 20 second period after ip. In Figure 7.5.b we 
seee the relative energy distribution of the same signal during the same time period, but now 
usingg the wavelet thresholding procedure. The effect of our wavelet thresholding procedure 
iss obvious. 

Oncee Js has been determined K can be applied to u^m' for m € Js and the S-phase arrival 
timee is then given by 

Y[Y[ (K(u (m)))2(i) = max Yl (/c(u(m)))2(n) <=> i = is. (7.19) 
m£jm£jss m£Js 

Inn practice we have to work with a threshold value that has to be attained at is- However by 
separatingg the S-phase from the P-phase it will be less difficult to find an appropriate thresh
oldd value than in the situation we discussed in Subsection 7.3.2. 

Anotherr problem discussed in Subsection 7.3.2 is the window length N which was not related 
too the frequency behaviour of u in Cichowicz's method. Now that we use a decomposition 
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off u at several scales, we can use window lengths N(m)y i.e. a monotone ascending function 
off the scaling level m. So the characteristic function « to analyse u ^ will use the window 
lengthh N(m) in its definition. In this manner the window length is adapted automatically to 
thee frequency behaviour of the signal. Amongst others, in the next subsection we will discuss 
thee choice we made for N(m). 

7.4.22 A Set-Up for  the DWT Analysis 
Inn the previous section we discussed our approach to analyse three-component seismic data 
usingg characteristic functions and the DWT. Here we will present some choices we made for 
thee parameters in our algorithm after testing the method on seismic data. Note that also other 
choicess for the parameters can be made as long as they fit in the mathematical framework of 
ourr algorithm. 

Wavelett  filters: 

Thee first parameter we discuss is the wavelet function and the associated wavelet filters. Gen
erally,, in order to come to an appropriate choice for these filters we induce some constraints 
onn the corresponding wavelet functions related to the physical problem. In our problem the 
mostt important constraint is that the wavelet function should match with the seismic data, in 
suchh a way that the dilated and translated wavelets generate a good approximation of the sev
erall phases at the particular scaling levels. In experiments we minimized for a set of seismic 
dataa (also synthetic data) for which is is known the error in the determined is for a collection 
off candidate wavelet filters. The experimental results led to the choice of the Daubechies-4 
(D4)) wavelet filters. 

Wee observe that also other filters associated to wavelets within the Daubechies family (e.g. 
D%,D%, D20) performed very well in this test. These wavelets are much smoother than D4, see 
[23],, however in our problem smoothness of the wavelet does not play an important role. 
Thee most important property of the chosen wavelet is its matching property with the seismic 
signals,, which are not smooth at all. Furthermore, the wavelet filters of Dg and D20 contain 
respectivelyy two and five times as many filter coefficients as the D4 wavelet filters. Using 
moree filter coefficients will increase the computing time of our algorithm slightly. 

Windoww length N(m): 

Inn the previous section we already mentioned a way to adapt the window length N used in 
thee characteristic functions. This adaptation can be related to the frequency behaviour of 
thee seismic signals. Obviously, to analyse u at several scales m € iV the window length 
N(m)N(m) has to be a monotone ascending function of the scaling level m. In order to come to 
ann appropriate function for N(m) one has to consider two facts. The signal is scaled at each 
levell by the factor 2. Furthermore, for low and high scaling levels N(m) should not become 
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tooo small or too big, since N(m) is used to obtain information out of the signal in a certain 
neighbourhood.. These considerations led to the choice 

N{m)N{m) = T30 • 2max<°'<m-4>/2>l, (7.20) 

withh [• * «I the entier function. So for the first four levels we take N = 30 (= 0.75 seconds at 
aa 40 Hz sampling rate) and thereafter N is multiplied by powers of y/2. 

Thresholdd value: 

Too declare an S-phase arrival time we can use (7.19). However, as we discussed already in 
practicee K will not attain its maximum value «max at is- Therefore we replace «max by a 
thresholdd value r\ for which 0 < rj  < «max- Since «max will vary for a set of seismic data we 
alsoo want to make 17 adaptive. This can be done by putting 

rjrj  = c • Kmax- C7-21) 

Noww the problem is left to choose c Experiments with a substantial number of seismic events 
showedd that the algorithm performed most successfully for c = 0.2. 

7.55 Examples and Results 
Inn this section we demonstrate our algorithm by means of two examples. To illustrate the 
differencee of our approach compared to Cichowicz's approach, we have plotted both the 
characteristicc function in (7.5) and the characteristic function in (7.19) for two events. For 
thesee examples we used the set-up as discussed in the previous section. 

Afterr these two examples we present the results of a test done at KNMI. We used both ap
proachess on a set of 313 local events to come to some conclusions. 

Examplee 7.5.1 For the local event in Figure 7.1, we computed the energy distribution along 
scaless (7.17) to obtain Js = {2,3}. For these scales we computed K using the window 
lengthh N = 30. Also « was computed without the wavelet method using the window length 
NN = 30. Both functions have been depicted in Figure 7.6. 

Obviously,, in our method we have more freedom to choose the threshold parameter c than in 
Cichowicz'ss method. Note, that for automatic phase detection we have to choose a value for 
cc before analysing a seismic event. 

Forr this particular event an analyst at KNMI determined manually ip = 1120 and is — 1275. 
Inn our approach we get 1*5 = 1280 and for Cichowicz's approach we have is = 1295. Using 
aa 40 Hz sampling rate these results differ 0.125 and 0.5 seconds respectively. Both results are 
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Figuree 7.6: The characteristic function K for the seismic signal in Figure 7.1 (ip = 
1120,, is = 1275) using Cichowicz's method (top) and the DWT method (bottom). 

acceptablee in an automatic procedure. 

Finally,, we observe that for this event is - ip = 1275 - 1120 = 155 (= 
isis — ip < 20 seconds which we assumed for local events. 

3.8755 seconds). So 

Examplee 7.5.2 Also for the non-local event in Figure 7.7, we computed the energy distri
butionn along scales (7.17) to obtain Js = {8,9}. We computed K using the window length 
TV(8)) and N(9) at scale j — 8 and j = 9 respectively. For this event K was also computed 
withoutt the wavelet method using the window lengths TV = 60 and N = 120. All three 
functionss have been depicted in Figure 7.8. 

Wee see that in the upper picture the S-phase arrival will not be detected unless we put 
0.966 < c < 1, which is not a very realistic choice for this parameter. With a larger win
doww N = 120, the S-phase arrival can be detected if we take 0.55 < c < 1, however in our 
approachh we do not have to be that precise with choosing c, since for all 0.15 < c < 1 the 
S-phasee arrival will be detected. Obviously, also here we have more freedom to choose the 
thresholdd parameter c than in Cichowicz's method. 

Forr this non-local event an analyst at KNMI determined manually ip = 1810 and is = 
11900.. We get is = 11960 in our wavelet approach and is = 11990 in Cichowicz's ap
proach.. Since also this signal has been sampled at a 40 Hz sampling rate, these results differ 
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Figuree 7.7: A three-component seismogram of a teleseismic event, with P and S arrival time 
pickedd by an analyst at iP = 1810 and is = 11900 respectively. 
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Figuree 7.8: The characteristic function K for the seismic signal in Figure 7.7 (iP = 
1810,, is = 11900) using Cichowicz's method for N = 60 (top) and ./V = 120 (middle) 
andd the DWT method (bottom) respectively. 
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Figuree 7.9: Test result for 313 local events (number of S-phase arrival picks within time 
deviationn intervals w.r.t. ip.) 

1.55 and 2.25 seconds respectively. Also in this example our approach improves the automatic 
pickk as compared to the traditional approach. 

Finallyy we observe that for this event is - ip = 11900 - 1810 = 10090 (= 
Soo is — ip > 20 seconds which we assumed for non-local events. 

252.255 seconds). 

Results: : 
Ourr method has been implemented at the Royal Dutch Meteorological Institute (KNMI) and 
testedd for set of 313 local events, using a set-up as described in Section 7.4.2. For each event 
aa manual P-phase arrival pick by an analyst has been used within the algorithm. Furthermore, 
aa manual S-phase arrival pick by an analyst has been used to judge the result of the test. 

Alsoo the performance of Cichowicz's method has been tested. For this test we did not use the 
raww seismic data, but we pre-filtered the data with a 0.6 - 6 Hz Butterworth bandpass filter, 
seesee e.g. [79]. The threshold parameter c for this method has been taken to be 0.6, which 
turnedd out to be the optimal value for c. 

Forr each event we measured for both methods the difference in is determined automatically 
byy the two algorithms compared to the manual picked is- The results of this test have been 
depictedd in Figure 7.9. In this figure the number of S-phase arrival picks have been plotted 
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Method Method 
BPF F 
DWT T 

Deviationn is : [-0.5,0.5] 
38.33 % 
46.66 % 

Deviationn is '• [—1.5,1.5] 
52.22 % 
68.22 % 

Tablee 7.1: Number of determined S-phases (for 313 local events) for the traditional method 
andd the wavelet based method. 

versuss the difference in time with respect to the manual picks. This has been done for both 
Cichowicz'ss method (light colored bars) and for our new wavelet based method (dark colored 
bars).. Except for the first and last, all bars represent a 0.5 second time interval. The firstt and 
thee last bars represent the number of picks that differ more than 5 seconds from the manual 
pickedd is- For both methods these barss represent % of all tested events. 
Thesee differences are grouped into intervals of 0.5 seconds. 

Tablee 7.1 shows the percentage of S-phase picks within an 0.5 and 1.5 second time difference 
fromm the manual picked is- We see that for a physically acceptable difference of 1.5 seconds 
ourr new wavelet based method substantially improved Cichowicz's method (68.2 % versus 
52.22 %). 

Note,, that we did not compare our method with other wavelet based methods like [5]. The 
reasonn for not comparing our method with these other methods is that the results established 
inn these methods do not show substantial improvements of traditional methods in seismics. 
Moreover,, the wavelet based methods that appear in the literature have been tested for at most 
233 events. Such test results can not be used to draw serious conclusion. 

Withh some technical adaptations the wavelet based S-phase picking algorithm is expected 
too become operational for picking S-phases automatically using only one seismic station of 
KNMI.. For this the algorithm will also be tested on a set of non-local events. 
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